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EDITORIAL - The Commission of Oceanography
The Commission of Oceanography finds itself at a turning point in 1997. In previous issues of this newsletter, I
have written on historical issues in the marine sciences, often stimulated by significant anniversaries fifty or a hundred
years ago. But this year I want to concentrate on the present and the future.
My concern about the present state of the Commission and for its future has been aroused by the retirement this
year of our colleague Jacqueline Carpine-Lancre as librarian and archivist of the Musée océanographique de Monaco and
as the Secretary of the Commission. In addition to her role as Secretary, Mme Carpine-Lancre played an important role in
promoting the Commisssion on the European continent and world-wide. Equally, we are all grateful to her for compiling an
annual bibliography (along with biographical notes) which has been published since this publication first appeared in
1989. Her contributions to the Commission in all these ways will be very difficult, if not impossible, to match.
The Commission of Oceanography was founded by the eminent French historian of biology and medicine
Professor Jean Théodoridès. From the beginning, its function has been to promote the historical study of the marine
sciences, including oceanography, and, increasingly, to support the organization of the International Congresses of the
History of Oceanography. In 1989 the Commission took an important step with the publication of this newsletter, History
of Oceanography, now a major (though only annual) effort through which anyone interested in historical aspects of the
marine sciences can keep informed about progress in the field. In its basic functions the Commission must continue to
work as it has done, but it appears to me that some reorganization may be helpful and in some cases necessary.
In less politically-correct times, the Commission might have been described as “all Chiefs and no Indians.” In
fact, the only formal members of the Commission are its President, three Vice-Presidents, and a Secretary, as listed on the
inside cover of this publication. There are no membership dues, and there is no ordinary membership - only the mailing
list of History of Oceanography, which serves as a de facto membership list. I have long been uncomfortable with this
aspect of the Commission, for it runs the risk of being both undemocratic and unrepresentative of its correspondents
(there are more than 200 names on the mailing list for History of Oceanography). I have been concerned too about the
future of History of Oceanography. Because there is no income to the Commission of membership dues, the only funds
currently available to cover publication costs are annual grants of US $300 from the Division of History of Science. This
does not allow a very ambitious or expanding publishing programme. Perhaps there are two solutions: formal membership
in the Commission, with membership dues, and use of the World Wide Web for our news items and bibliographic and
biographic compilations.
At the end of this issue, you will find a questionnaire about these ideas. There is an old maxim, “if it ain’t broke,
don’t fix it.” The Commission is not broken, but we do face difficulties which are brought into focus by the retirement of
our Secretary/bibliographer, Mme Carpine-Lancre. Enormous individual talents like hers are never replaced, but we must
try to find a way to continue and to expand our role in promoting historical studies in a way consistent with the
contributions and intentions of the Commission’s founders. Please let us know what you think!
Eric L. Mills

A HUNDRED YEARS’ ANNIVERSARY:
THE DANISH INGOLF DEEP-SEA EXPEDITION 1895 AND 1896
In the decades following the British Challenger Expedition other nations also took up deep-sea exploration,
although smaller and more local in scope. Denmark also wanted to participate. In 1880 Chr. Lütken from the Zoological
Museum in Copenhagen addressed the experienced naval officer C.F. Wandel, suggesting a deep-sea expedition in the
North Atlantic. In preparation Wandel obtained permission to take part in the final cruise in 1880 of the American
research vessel Blake off eastern USA. Wandel was fully aware of the modern and highly effective equipment used on
the Blake.
After Wandel’s successful participation on the Blake, nothing further was achieved until 1894, when DKK
120,000 was earmarked in the State Budget for 1895 for a deep-sea expedition to the North Atlantic on the cruiser Ingolf
during four summer months in 1895 and 1896, with Wandel as captain.
Details about the tasks, the vessel, the equipment and its application, etc., are given by Wandel (Dan. IngolfEdped 1:1-21, 1899). In brief, the Ingolf was a three-masted screw schooner, length 64m, beam 9m, displacement 996 tons,
with maximum speed of 10.5 knots. A 12x11m deck house, replacing the cannons, served as the laboratory. The ship
carried one 7,500 m-long thermometer line (diameter 4.5mm) and two 7,500 m-long trawl wires (diameter 10mm). During
trawling the wire ran over the ship’s side through a block at the end of a 12m long, movable boom; an accumulator of solid
rubber bands absorbed sudden jerks. The two sigsbee trawls were 3.2 and 1.5m wide, adn swabs of untwisted ropes on
the trawls or a 2m wide swab-rod collected particularly spiny animals. The plankton nets used were the most modern
available. Two participants went to Kiel to visit Victor Hensen, who had recently returned from the German Plankton
Expedition. The nets included a cylinder net for use at full speed. The water bottles as well as the sounding apparatus
were modified from those used on the Blake.
The participating scientists in 1895 were Hector Jungersen, D.Sc.; H.J. Hansen, D.Sc.; William Lundbeck; Carl
Ostenfeld Hansen; and Martin Knudsen; the three latter had just acquired their MSc degrees. All five later went far in
their profession: Jungersen (1854-1917) succeeded Lütken as Professor of Zoology in 1899; H.J. Hansen (1855-1936)
became a world authority on crustaceans; Lundbeck (1863-1941) wrote extensive monographs on the expedition’s marine
sponges and later switched on to insects, his former love; Ostenfeld (1873-1931) became Professor of Botany and member
of the Board of Directors of the Carlsberg Foundation; Knudsen (1871-1949) became Professor of Physics and inter alia
calculated the indispensable tables for titration; C.F. Wandel (1843-1930), who combined scientific insight with sailorly
competence, later became an admiral.
The 1895 cruise. With a crew of 65 conscripts, officers, etc., the Ingolf left Copenhagen on 5 May 1895. Work
began at NE Iceland. A gale south of Iceland prevented investigations here, and in the Denmark Strait the ice limit was
found to lie much further south than usual. After visits to towns and fjords in NW Iceland, the ship continued to West
Greenland. Here the ice had also penetrated far south, almost to Holsteinsborg. Nevertheless, the scientists succeeded in
several trawls and measurements through the Davis Strait. In Godthåb, the capital, celebrations ashore and on board were
arranged. On the way back to Iceland further gales again hampered all work, but south of Iceland conditions for work
were now favourable. They arrived back in Copenhagen on 23 August.
The 1896 cruise. Based on his experience of the first summer, Martin Knudsen revised the Negretti & Zambra
reversing thermometers to prevent errors from bumps and shaking and constructed a complicated apparatus for the first
immediate analyses on board of oxygen, nitrogen, etc. The participants in 1896 were the same as the year before, except
that H.J. Hansen was replaced by the young Carl Wesenberg-Lund (1867-1955), the later well known professor of
freshwater biology. Starting on 3 May, the investigations were resumed east and south of Iceland and again complicated
by rough weather. The course of the so-called Reykjanaes Ridge was echo sounded off SW Iceland, but in the Denmark
Strait they found to their dismay the same most unusual southwards extension of the ice border as last year. After
concentrated work of NE Iceland, excellent results were achieved on the way to and from the isolated and rarely visited
Jan Mayen Island. On return to NW Iceland, hopes for more favourable ice conditions were disappointed. Good results
were again obtained south of Iceland and north of the Faroes before return to Copenhagen on 19 August.
The tremendous working effort (Figure 1), frequently under very rough weather conditions, may be summarized
as follows: 144 stations (80 deeper than 1000m, max. depth 3521m), all with soundings, trawlings and recordings of bottom
temperature, salinity, chloride content and specific gravity; 550 hydrographic measurements between surface and bottom;
ca. 2650 registrations in tables on the basis of the above efforts; 150 analyses of gas contents in sea water between
surface and bottom with ca.2400 resulting registrations; 150 measurements of contents of sulphuric acid, magnesium and
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calcium; ca. 2500 surface registrations of meteorological data and water temperature, salinity and chloride, measured every
four hours around the clock.

Figure 1. The chart published by Wandel (1899), with the 144 stations, the ice edge, etc. indicated. The actual route
has, however, never before been plotted out. For 1895 (dot-and-dash line) the course is correct, since not only the
stations but also the noon positions, given on a chart in the Zoological Museum Archives, have been employed; the handwritten numbers are the dates. For 1896 (solid line) no such chart has been preserved, so the course could only be
drawn between succeeding stations and visits to ports.
Just prior to the expedition, the full extent of the North Atlantic Ridge, running at a depth of 500-600m from East
Greenland via Iceland and the Faroes to Scotland, had been established. Probably the most significant biological result of
the Ingolf Expedition was the demonstration of a fundamental difference in the components of the bottom faunas in the
deep sea north and south of the ridge. Below ca.600m depth, negative temperatures (down to -1.1oC) were continuously
registered in the Polar Deep, and positive temperatures equally invariably prevailed south of the ridge and in the Davis
Strait. In a survey article (Geogr. Tidsskr. 14:36-44, 1898, unfortunately in Danish only), Jungersen demonstrated a great
distinction, particularly within fish, crustaceans and corals. He called the Polar Deep “Kingdom of the Lycodids” after the
blenny-like eelpouts or lycodids. Large crustaceans such as troll crabs and troll lobsters, king crabs, blind lobsters
(eryonids), etc., were numerous south of the ridge but completely absent to the north, where on the other hand the three
shrimp genera Bythocaris, Hymenodora and Boreomysis were always present “with boring monotony”. Not one of the
various corals such as sea fans, soft corals, isis, madrepores or cup corals to the south occurred in the Polar Deep. All in
all, the North Atlantic Ridge is the most important submarine faunal barrier anywhere in the deep sea. Another pioneer
achievement was H.J. Hansen’s construction of clever sieve apparatus. According to a pencil working sketch in the
Zoological Museum Archives, a rectangular, fine-meshed sieve could be rolled gently back and forth on rails inside a
large, rectangular vessel on four legs, half filled with continuously flowing water. Thus, the Ingolf collections contain
many more minute specimens (particularly of peracaridean crustaceans) than any previous and all later deep-sea
expeditions until the introduction in the 1960's of a somewhat similar sieve system.
The Ingolf Report. Under the title The Danish Ingolf-Expedition, the report was published by the Zoological
Museum from 1898 to 1953. It is in large quarto, with a total of 5554 pages and 333 plates in copper, lithography or
photoengraving, sometimes in colour. After publication of about one sixth of the papers in both Danish and English, it
was sensibly decided to edit the rest in English only. In addition to several minor papers published elsewhere, the report
covers 15 volumes with 57 contributions, 43 by Danish, the rest by foreign authors. First and foremost due to Hansen,
the crustaceans constitute the most voluminous group, followed by the cnidarians (medusae, sea anemones, corals, etc.).
Martin Knudsen refined the method of analyses of salinity and chloride contents. Founded on the numerous
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data in his tables, his voluminous report contains commented curves in colour of temperature, salinity and specific gravity
from surface to bottom at 76 selected stations north and south of the North Atlantic Ridge. The 76 stations were placed
so much on lines that it was possible to enter their data into a total of 25 sections showing the greatly varying physical
conditions of the water masses concerned and allowing Knudsen to evaluate both the more local vertical and horizontal
water movements and the nature of the major current systems.
The Zoological Museum owns prints of ca.130 photos. They represent a gold mine of documentation of work
and life and guests onboard, of visits and excursions ashore, of townships and the local population, etc. Copies are being
distributed to relevant institutions in Denmark, Iceland and Greenland and have, together with plates from the Ingolf
Report, letters, animals, etc. been part of an exhibition which I arranged last year in three towns in Iceland (incl. Reykjavik)
and in the Copenhagen Zoological Museum and which is now touring towns in Greenland.
Torben Wolff, Zoological Museum, University of Copenhagen, 2100 Copenhagen Ø, Denmark.

OTTO PETERSSON
In two years’ time a century will have elapsed since the International Council for the Exploration of the Sea, ICES,
was initiated at a meeting in Stockholm in June 1899. OP, its promoter, at the sixth International Geographical Congress
held at London in 1895, presented results of a temporary cooperative investigation in 1893-4, organized by himself,
between the Scandinavian countries, Scotland and Germany. When, at the end of his presentation, he outlined how to
make the cooperation more permanent, the Congress adopted a resolution to that effect. Thereafter he seems to have felt
this resolution was addressed to himself, and was not content before the new organization was ready to start its activities
in 1902. During thirty years following he was a member of the ICES Bureau, and as President in the period 1915-20 he
fought for its survival during and after the First World War.
OP was born on 12 February, 1848 and died on 16 January, 1941. He took his Doctor’s Degree in Uppsala in
1872, with a thesis on the selenium-alums. In 1878 a Högskola, (university college) was founded in Stockholm. A few
years later he got its first chair of chemistry, which he held till 1909. At this college there was more room for new scientific
ideas than at the old universities. Such an environment was perfect for OP, who was one of the first to understand the
greatness of modern chemists, like Svante Arrhenius and Hendrik van’t Hoff. As member of one of the Committees of the
new Nobel Foundation he was very active when these two were awarded prizes.
It is said that a paper of OP on the properties of water and ice, written in 1878, happened to attract A.E.
Nordenskiold’s attention, and led to his inviting OP to report on the hydrographic observations made during the “Vega”
Expedition north of Europe and Asia in the years 1878-80. It was probably also the poor health of F.L. Ekman, the pioneer
of Swedish oceanography, that opened this new road for OP. When Ekman died prematurely in 1890, OP was asked to
finalize Ekman’s report of his great investigation of the waters around Sweden in 1877. Furthermore, from chemistry OP
brought with him careful methods for the determination of gases dissolved in seawater.
It should be observed that one hundred years ago it was customary to have scientific occupations alongside of
the main subject, especially in chemistry, as least in Sweden. Like OP, the marine scientists F.L. Ekman and P.T. Cleve
were professors of chemistry, Cleve mostly working with plankton.
In a late autobiography OP considered a finding made by his life-long friend Gustaf Ekman to be the most
important impetus to his new scientific passion. In late 1877 there was in the coastal areas of the Skagerrak for the first
time since about 1810, an invasion of over-wintering herring, and by the beginning of 1878 Ekman found out that salinity
determinations could present an explanation: the herring seemed to prefer absence of low-salinity water of Baltic origin.
When still a child, OP had heard about such herring-periods. His grandfather, who had worked at a herring oil factory,
made a profitable investment when buying cheap what was left from bankruptcies at the end of the period 1755-1810,
when the herring fishery failed.
From the turn of the century OP acted as a full-fledged oceanographer, producing a great number of scientific
papers partly to demonstrate that the applicability of the ICES collection of data should be tested. To begin with, his
biology colleagues were impressed by “his hydrography controlling their field”, but gradually they grew disappointed
when they found out that the connections, if they existed, must be more complicated than he suggested. OP, more
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stimulated than restrained by criticism, passed on to long-term control by physical factors. Accepting Ljungman’s
herring periods of about 100 years’ length, he looked for abiotic causes and thought he had found them in the tides,
especially through internal waves. He soon added a period of 1800 years and interpreted the disappearance of Norse
settlements in southern Greenland at about 1350 as due a climate deterioration of tidal origin; this was an early
introduction of what later was called the Little Ice-Age. OP is referred to in Lamb’s “Climate: Present, Past and Future”
(1972); it is observed there that recently the period has been corrected to 1670 years. OP, no doubt, was stimulated to
these ideas by his membership of the Stockholm Physical Society, founded by Arrhenius, who himself wrote articles
about “Cosmic Physics”.
The tentative ideas presented in the 1878 paper were gradually developed into a hypothesis of oceanic deep
water being formed through ice-melting. Fridtjof Nansen, however, forcefully contested this, favouring iceformation and
cooling by the atmosphere. The arguments were presented in scientific articles about 1906-12; today Nansen’s alternative
is the generally accepted one. One may feel that Nansen, from having admired the 13 year older OP and with whom he
cooperated intimately during the birth of ICES, had grown up to at least the height of his mentor, whom he could now
criticize with authority. Another rising star was the 25 year younger V. Walfrid Ekman (son of F.L. Ekman), whom OP
tried, in vain, to challenge by attacking his theoretical results that the winds can move oceanic bottom water. Both of
them designed instruments. As regards current meters, Ekman’s design was a much better solution than the one
presented by OP. In his obituary of OP, however, Ekman praised OP’s photographically recording instrument from about
1911 as being much ahead of its time. V.W. Ekman has survived scientifically better than OP, possible because he is more
“narrow-deep” than OP, who rather may be characterized as “broad-shallow”.
ICES has survived, it is true, as well as the successors of another of OP’s promotions; the Swedish
Hydrographical-Biological Commission (1901-1948). Bornö Station, once belonging to OP’s country estate Holma and
center not only of the Commission but of Swedish oceanography of that time, still serves this science, now as a field
station. It is unfortunate, however, if we remember OP only for these organizational achievements. In his time he was a
highly esteemed representative of the Scandinavian school of ocean sciences, bringing stimulation by his many
publications, especially when these contained unlikely hypotheses.
Artur Svansson, Oceanography, Earth Sciences Centre, Göteborg University, S-41381 Göteborg, Sweden.

SIXTH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON HISTORY OF OCEANOGRAPHY
( First announcement from the organizers)
Mandated by the Commission of Oceanography (International Union of History and Philosophy of Science) and
the Fifth International Congress Organizing Committee, and enthusiastically supported by the State Oceanic
Administration of China and the People’s Government of Qingdao Municipality, the Sixth International Congress on
History of Oceanography (ICHO-VI) will be held in Qingdao during August 15-20, 1998. It will be hosted by the First
Institute of Oceanography, State Oceanic Institution, the Association of Science and Technology of Qingdao Municipal
Government, and the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology.
On behalf of the organizers, we cordially welcome specialists and scholars from all countries as well as all those
who have expressed strong interest in participating. The Congress will be structured into symposia and parallel sessions
with oral presentations as well as poster displays. Mid- and post-Congress tours for the participants and accompanying
persons will also be arranged.
Surrounded by hundreds of miles of coastline, bays and islands, Qingdao enjoys fame as a lovely summer resort.
Lao Mountain is a famous scenic spot and the birthplace of Taoism. The whole city is decorated with red-tiled roofs,
green trees, blue sea and azure sky. Qingdao is called the oriental “Switzerland and bright pearl of the Huanghai Sea.”
Qingdao beer and Laoshan mineral water enjoy worldwide fame. Qingdao also serves as a center of education and
research on marine science. Attendees are urged to take advantage of the opportunity to see Tai Mountain, selected as a
cultural heritage site in 1988, which is only 400km from Qingdao. Qufu, the home of the great thinker and educator
Confucius, is only 10km from Tai Mountain. Post-Congress tours to Xian and Beijing will also be arranged by a local
travel service.
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The Congress will focus on the following topics:
1. The historical development of ocean science, with emphasis on nations and science of the western Pacific and Indian
Oceans.
2. International cooperation and exchange in marine science and economics.
3. Interaction between development of marine economics and marine science: reviews of the past and prospects for the
21st century.
4. Sustainable development of marine resources and environment, especially in the western Pacific and Indian Oceans.
5. Environmental protection and laws in maritime affairs and administration.
6. Scientific research on ocean science and technology.
In addition, contributions on related subjects will, as always, be welcome.
Organization:
Chairman of ICHO-VI: Mr Deng-Yi Zhang, Administrator, State Oceanic Administration, Beijing.
Vice-Chairmen: Prof. Eric L. Mills, President, Commission of Oceanography, Dalhousie University.
Mr Zheng-Sheng Yu, Governor, Qingdao Municipality.
Congress Secretary-General: Dr Zheng-Di Pan, Deputy Director, First Institute of Oceanography, Qingdao.
Deputy Secretaries-General: Dr Pei-Yuan, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology.
Mr Huai-Lu Sun, The Association of Science and Technology of Qingdao Municipal Government.
Deadlines:
1 August 1997 Second announcement sent to those who answered first announcement.
30 November 1997 Deadline for submission of abstracts
31 January 1998 Deadline for early registration.
1 March 1998 Notice of acceptance of abstracts
2 July 1998 Distribution of final program.
Detailed schedule, registration form and abstract format will be included in the second announcement.
Registration fees: US $150 before 31 January 1998; US $200 after that. 50% discount for accompanying persons and
students.
Official language: English will be the official language for the entire Congress. Simultaneous translation will not be
arranged.
Accommodations:
Arranged through the Congress Secretary. The following are highly recommended:
1. Haitian Hotel: 4 star $120/night 2. Yiudian Hotel: 3 star $90/night 3. Other economic hotels: $30/night. All hotel rooms
are provided with two beds, telephone, TV set and washroom and can be shared by two occupants. The rate includes
breakfast.
Contact persons: Mr Gong-Ke Tan & Ms E-Mei Zhou, First Institute of Oceanography, SOA, 3a Hongdao Branch Road,
266003 Qingdao, P.R. China. Telephone +86 532 288 3127; fax +86 532 287 9562. E-mail: fiokjc@ns.qd.sd.cn.
To receive the second circular, you must reply to this announcement as soon as possible.

MAURY WORKSHOP ON THE HISTORY OF OCEANOGRAPHY
The first Matthew Fontaine Maury Workshop on the History of Oceanography was held June 11-13th, 1997, at
the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) in Woods Hole, Massachusetts. Twenty invited scholars spent
three days at WHOI’s Quissett campus discussing critical issues in the history of marine science in the United States.
Support for the meeting came from the Office of Naval Research and the Marine Policy Center at WHOI. The workshop
was organized by David K. van Keuren of the Naval Research Laboratory and Gary Weir of the Naval Historical Center,
both in Washington, D.C.
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The keynote address on Wednesday, 11 June, was given by Eric Mills of Dalhousie University. Professor Mills
gave an overview of the history of modern oceanography, emphasizing those areas where expanded research is required if
historians are to understand the intellectual, institutional, and contextual dynamics of the science. He argued that no one
national oceanography can be completely understood when studied in isolation and pleaded for an integrationist and
internationalist approach to the history of the discipline. Professor Mills’ talk was followed up by spirited discussion and
a round-robin in which participants discussed their own current research interests.
The afternoon session on 11 June, as moderated by Dr. Weir, focused on the history of oceanography in the
interwar and war years. The mobilization of marine scientists in World War II, and the resulting partnership between the
War Department and oceanographers served as a watershed in the history of the discipline. The Office of Naval Research
continued to fund oceanography in the postwar era, producing a high level of institutional support and development.
The expansion of the federal patronage replaced the mix of Navy and private support that had characterized support in the
interwar period.
The morning of 12 June was dedicated to a review of primary and secondary resources in the history of
oceanography. Helen Rozwadowski of Georgia Tech reviewed the secondary literature in the history of oceanography
and also noted areas where historical research is limited or lacking. Deborah Day of the Scripps Institution of
Oceanography followed up with a survey of major archival collections. There is a continuing need, Ms. Day emphasized,
for historians, archivists, and practising oceanographers to work together to ensure that major research collections find
their way to professionally run archives for preservation and safe-keeping. Preserving the records of oceanographers is
critical if the history of the field is to be successfully documented.
Ronald Rainger of Texas Tech University led a discussion of oceanography in the era of the Cold War and big
science during the Thursday afternoon session. Dr. Rainger reiterated that historians must pay particular attention to
issues such as relations between the oceanographic community and the military, federal funding, the organization of the
National Science Foundation and the Sea Grant program, and the development of marine policy. The growth of the
environmental movement also has had a major impact on marine science during the post WWII era. The Mohole Project
and the JOIDES drilling program, additionally, helped introduce many of the facets of big science into marine science
during this era.
The morning session of the 13th was dedicated to consideration of research methodology and historiography.
William Glen of the U.S. Geological Survey discussed what an appropriate research methodology for the history of
oceanography might look like. Greg Good, of West Virginia University, followed up with a discussion of historiographical
issues that scholars must consider in writing the history of oceanography. Discussion was spirited and useful.
The Friday afternoon session was dedicated to a roundtable discussion between Naomi Oreskes of New York
University and Andy Solow of the Marine Policy Center of “What Place for History” in the practice of oceanography and
marine policy. Both historians and oceanographers agreed that it is important to foster closer engagement and
cooperation between members of the two professions. Each has much to offer that would be useful to the other. A windup summary session moderated by David van Keuren and Gary Weir concluded the workshop.
Participants of the Maury workshop have tentatively agreed to return to Woods Hole in the summer of 1999 to
follow up on this year’s meeting. The 1999 workshop will consist of presented papers on research focus areas that have
been identified as being particularly important and not well understood. Included among them are the history of
oceanography during WWII and the Cold War; synoptic overviews of the field at specific points of time; the history of
the Sea Grant Program; comparative studies of field science in different countries; studies of oceanography’s changing
disciplinary boundaries; internationalism; comparative patronage; the boundary relations between military and civilian
oceanography; and the development of marine policy.
Attendees at the meeting included: Joseph Anderson, American Institute of Physics; Kai-Henrik Barth,
University of Minnesota; Susan Bauer, Falmouth, Mass.; Keith Benson, University of Washington; Deborah Day,
Scripps Institution of Oceanography; Margaret Deacon, University of Southampton; Ronald Doel, University of Alaska;
Bill Dunkle, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution; Dean Dunn, University of Southern Mississippi; Margot Garritt,
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution; Joel Genuth, American Institute of Physics; William Glen, U.S. Geological
Survey; Greg Good, West Virginia University; Bruce Hevly, University of Washington; Porter Hogland, Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution; Julia Lajus, Russian Academy of Sciences; Eric Mills, Dalhousie University; Naomi Oreskes,
New York University; Ronald Rainger, Texas Tech University; Philip Rehbock, University of Hawaii; Helen Rozwadowski,
Georgia Tech; Andrew Solow, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution; David van Keuren, Naval Research Laboratory;
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Spencer Weart, American Institute of Physics; and Gary Weir, Naval Historical Center.
David A. van Keuren, History Office, Code 5204, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375, USA.

HISTORY OF POLAR RESEARCH SPECIALIST GROUP OF THE GERMAN SOCIETY OF POLAR RESEARCH
During the 16th International Polar Conference of the German Society of Polar Research a History of Polar
Research Specialist Group was set up in Göttingen on 11.4.1991. First of all, this work group is concerned with German
polar research using methods of historical research to analyse unpublished sources. We try to find unpublished works
that are hidden in archives, private collections or old boxes somewhere in the attics of polar researchers in the former
Western and Eastern parts of Germany. We want to motivate scientists from different disciplines such as astronomy,
botany, cartography, ethnology, geodesy, human geography, physical geography, geology, geophysics, glaciology,
medicine, meteorology, oceanography, zoology and others to analyse these materials in an interdisciplinary way.
Polar research is not studied as an isolated case; besides the context of scientific evolution, it is seen in political
and economic context as well. Which trends favour or defeat which research programmes? What are the social
components? Who promotes whom?
We are open for research in an international context, especially since Germany is not in a polar region.
Expeditions were more or less dependent on the help of other countries. For instance, the Norwegian ice pilot Paul
Björvik took part in:
• the South Polar Expedition under the leadership of Erich von Drygalski (1901-03),
• the Study Trip of the German Arctic Zeppelin Expedition (1910), and
• the Antarctic Expedition under the leadership of Wilhelm Filchner (1911-12).
Also, international cooperation like:
• the International Polar Years (1882-83 and 1932-33),
• International Cooperation (1901-04) in Antarctica, and
•the International Society for the Exploration of the Arctic by means of Aircraft (1924-37) (known as AEROARCTIC) was
stimulated and/or organized by German researchers.
Our main aim is to establish a data base on German polar expeditions in the period up to WWII (1939). Subjects
are:
biographies of German polar researchers
genealogical tree of polar researchers (who is pupil/assistant/collaborator of whom?)
chronological list of German polar expeditions, with additional data on participants and research projects.
bibliography of polar expeditions.
list of archives holding documents or manuscripts concerning polar expeditions.
A yearly newsletter (in German, since 1996 with English explanations) outlines activities of the work group and
publishes informal contributions of our members. It also contains some pages of bibliography dealing with historical
subjects concerning Ge rman speaking polar expeditions and gives references to archives, to libraries with polar literature,
anniversaries and conferences. Each newsletter, published in December, has a special priority: Bibliography (No.1, 1992),
Archives (No.2, 1993), Resources (No.3, 1994), International Cooperation (No.4, 1995), Polar-Philately (No.5, 1996).
Our members contribute to the International Polar Conference organized by the Society. These conferences take
place every 2½ years in a German-speaking country (March 1996: Potsdam (D), September 1998: Bern (CH). During the 1st
German History of Sciences Meeting (Berlin, September 1996), our group will organize a session on Polar Research in the
1900s. At the moment, our specialist group concentrates on publishing historically oriented papers in “Polarforschung”
(Journal of the German Society of Polar Research).
Interlocutor for German history of polar research before the turn of the century is Dr. Reinhard A. Krause (Alfred
Wegener Institut, Columbusstrasse, D-27568 Bremerhaven). His PhD thesis deals with “The Period of Founding of the
German Polar Research, 1865-1875" (Reports on Polar Research, Bremerhaven, Nr. 114 ‘92, 1992, 375 p. + 64 p.). Dr.
Cornelia Lüdecke (Institut für Geschichte der Naturwissenchaften, Universität München, Museumsinsel 1, D-80306
München) specializes in German polar research since the turn of the century up to World War II. Her PhD thesis analyzes
German Polar Research since the Turn of the Century and the Influence of Erich von Drygalski (Reports on Polar
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Research, Bremerhaven, Nr. 158 ‘95, 1995, 340 p., + 72 p.).
We would be glad to make contact with you. Please write to the head of the History of Polar Research Specialist
Group:
Dr. Cornelia Lüdecke, Valleystr. 40, D-81371 München, Germany. Tel./Fax: [49](89)725 6 725

FROM THE SIO ARCHIVES
Scripps Institution of Oceanography Archives
University of California at San Diego
ACQUISITION OF ROBERT S. DIETZ PAPERS
Scripps Institution of Oceanography Archives, University of California, San Diego in La Jolla, California
announces the acquisition of the personal papers of marine geologist Robert Sinclair Dietz (1914-1995), perhaps best
known as the coiner of the phrase “sea floor spreading” and for his research on meteoric impacts.
The papers measure nineteen cubic feet and include material dated 1936-1995. They include correspondence,
manuscripts of scientific papers, photographs, subject files, reprints, newspaper clippings and other material. The papers
contain documentation of Dietz’s graduate training, including his interactions with his mentor Francis P. Shepard and his
work with Shepard and fellow graduate student K.O. Emery at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography during the 1930's.
There are also files on his career as a civilian scientist with the Navy, including his work at the Naval Electronics
Laboratory in San Diego (1946-1952; 1956-1958). The collection includes material describing Dietz’s work with Jacques
Piccard on the bathyscaphe TRIESTE during the years 1956-1962, and files documenting Dietz’s confrontations with
creationists over the age of the earth, science education and other topics. Dietz’s contacts with creationists, which began
in the 1980's, led to the publication of his 1987 book, Creation/Evolution Satiricon: Creationism Bashed, and subtitled,
Did the Devil Make Darwin Do It?
The collection includes full documentation of Dietz’s scientific research, including files on his study of the
Sudbury Basin, astroblemes and meteoric impacts. The files contain fulsome documentation of Dietz’s oceanographic
research including material documenting his interest in continental margins, ocean basins, plate tectonics, tsunamis and
sea floor. Included also is a small quantity of material on Arctic and Antarctic research and expeditions including a small
file on Operation Highjump.
The papers are in process. A preliminary folder list is available to researchers at the SIO Archives. Deborah
Day, Scripps Institute of Oceanography Archives, SIO, La Jolla, CA 92093-0219, USA.

CENTENARY OF ICES
In 2002 the International Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES) will celebrate its centenary. As part of the
preparations for the event, ICES has hired historian of science Dr Helen Rozwadowski to write a book about the history of
ICES from its founding through its metamorphosis into the multi-faceted intergovernmental organization it is today.
Although ICES as an institution has remained remarkably conscious of its history, producing jubilee volumes
and publishing historical papers and volumes from time to time, the current book project is the first to involve a
professional historian to study the development and achievements of this unique advice-giving organization, which
continues to hold an important place in northern European science. As one of the earliest international marine science
organizations in the world, ICES set standards and precedents for international cooperation at a time when science was
more commonly organized through channels of personal acquaintance and communication. Its practical orientation
around problems of the fisheries marked a shift in marine sciences from an early nineteenth century national
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preoccupation with exploration and discovery to a new expectation that international science would help to solve
political, economic, and (more recently) environmental issues.
ICES hopes that this project’s attention to its historical development will provide insight as its leaders consider
its contemporary form and foci. The book resulting from Dr Rozwadowski’s research should interest a broad audience,
ranging from ICES scientists to historians of science, environmental historians, and specialists in marine policy.
Address for communications: Helen Rozwadowski, 1147 Blue Ridge Avenue, Atlanta, Georgia 30306, USA. E-mail:
helenroz@compuserve.com.

WYVILLE THOMSON MATERIAL IN WOODS HOLE
In 1992 Mrs Jean Merriman donated to the Archives of Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution a collection of
papers and memorabilia from the office of the late Professor Daniel Merriman of Yale University. These, as Accession
Numbers 96-20 and 92-19, under the title “Sir Charles Wyville Thomson Papers,” include several holograph letters of
Wyville Thomson, some of them relating to family business at Bonsyde, Scotland, and to his move from Belfast in the
1850s. There is one letter one letter from “Challenger,” dated 8 August 1874, written in the Queensland Club, Brisbane.
Also included is a leather billfold with “C. Wyville Thomson” embossed in gold. From the same source is Daniel
Merriman’s manuscript “Challengers of Neptune. When Oceanography became a Science.” This is apparently a “lost”
book manuscript by Professor Merriman, consisting of eight chapters covering marine science from the ancients to the
nineteenth century, with emphasis on Edward Forbes and preparations for the “Challenger” Expedition. Eric Mills has
notes on this material and access is via the Archives of Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.

NEWS AND EVENTS
DEATH OF A.A. ALEEM. Professor A.A Aleem of Alexandria, valued friend and colleague of many historians of
oceanography and a noted scholar of marine sciences in the Islamic world, died on October 27, 1996. Professor Aleem was
among the very few of our colleagues to have attended all the International Congresses of the History of Oceanography.
A biographical account by Michael Wynne is in the journal “Botanica Marina,” 1997, volume 40 (4): 257-261.
MARY SEARS (1905-1997). Dr. Mary Sears, one of the organizers of ICHO-III, died on September 2 in Woods Hole,
Massachusetts. A student of Henry Bryant Bigelow at Harvard (her PhD was awarded in 1933), Mary Sears was
originally a planktologist at Woods Hole Ocenaographic Institution, but became more and more a scientific editor after a
period in the U.S. Navy, 1943-1946. She was the editor of “Deep-Sea Research” from 1953 to 1974 and chaired the First
International Congress of Oceanography, Held in New York in 1959. With Daniel Merriman, the co-organizer of ICHO-III
in 1980, she edited the proceedings of the 1980 ICHO, “Oceanography: the past,” published the same year.
HISTORY OF OCEANOGRAPHY IN LIÈGE. At the XXth International Congress of History of Science held in Belgium
from July 20-26, 1997, the Commission of Oceanography sponsored a symposium organized by Margaret Deacon titled
“History of Marine Sciences: Science and Technology at Sea.” Topics included exploration of the deep sea, acceptance of
dynamic oceanography, origins of long-distance acoustic submarine detection, oceanic circulation in the 18th century,
English sea-fisheries committees and marine pollution, Johan Hjort’s views on fish hatcheries, and the German Committee
for Marine Research and Technology. Many of the papers may be published in the 5th issue of the journal “HistorischMeereskundliches Jahrbuch.”
DAS INSTITUT UND MUSEUM FÜR MEERESKUNDE IN BERLIN 1900-1946, a symposium held in Berlin during the
German history of science congress in September 1996, included a wide variety of papers on the history of German
oceanography. The majority are now in press in the 4th issue of the journal “Historisch-Meereskundliches Jahrbuch.” For
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information contact Walter Lenz, Zentrum für Meeres- und Klimaforschung, Universität Hamburg, Bundesstrasse 55,
20146 Hamburg, Germany (e-mail: walter.lenz@dkrz.de).
DAS MUSEUM FÜR MEERESKUNDE. The Berlin Museum für Meereskunde is commemorated in a new book, 1996,
“Aufgetaucht. Das Institut und Museum für Meereskunde im Museum für Verkehr und Technik Berlin,” Berliner Beiträge
zur Technikgeschichte und Industriekultur, Schriftenreihe des Museums für Verkehr und Technik Berlin Band 15,
available from the Museum at Trebbiner Strasse 9, D-10963 Berlin, Germany.
HISTORY OF NATIONAL OCEANOGRAPHY, a symposium held in the Museum of the World Ocean, Kaliningrad,
Russia, from October 28 - November 1, 1996 celebrated the 300th anniversary of the Russian fleet. More than 60 papers
dealt with subjects as varied as the origin of Russian oceanology, research institutions, disciplinary investigations,
museum exhibitions, and new books on history of Russian oceanology.
HISTORY OF MARINE SCIENCE IN THE DDR. Professor H.-J. Brosin’s book “Zur Geschichte der Meeresforschung in
der DDR” was published in 1996 as No.17 of the journal “Meereswissenschaftliche Berichte” and is available from the
folowing address: Bibliothek, Institut für Ostseeforschung Warnemünde, Seestr. 15, D-18119 Warnemünde, Germany.
CENTENARY OF ICES. The International Council for the Exploration of the Sea will celebrate its 100th birthday (formally
in 2002) in several ways, including a commissioned history of the Council, and a historical symposium “100 Years of
Science under ICES” scheduled to be held for three days in Helsinki in early August of 2000. Currently organized into 12
themes, keynote speakers will lead off consideration of the historical significance of ICES and look into its future.
Publication of the papers is envisioned in either the ICES Marine Science Symposia series or in the ICES “Journal of
Marine Science.”
DIRECTORY OF HISTORIANS OF PHYSICS. Addresses, research interests and recent publications of more than 400
physicists/historians of physics (including geophysics and oceanography) have been compiled by the Committee on the
History and Philosophy of Science at the University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742, U.S.A. On the Web find them
at: http://carnap.umd.edu:90/chps/chps.html. Under “Network Resources” choose “History of Science,” then “Directory
of Historians of Physics.”
HISTORY OF CHEMISTRY. A new e-mail distribution list established by the Chemical Heritage Society, the Sidney M.
Edelstein Center for the History and Philosophy of Science, Technnology and Medicine in Jerusalem and the History
Division of The German Chemical Society. To subscribe, e-mail a message with no subject and only the following text:
subscribe CHEM-HIST to maiser@listserv.ngate. uniregensburg.de.
INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR THE HISTORY, PHILOSOPHY & SOCIAL STUDIES OF BIOLOGY (ISHPSSB).
Membership information, the programme of the 1997 meeting, much information, and links to other Web sites on science
and technology are available at http://www.phil.vt.edu/ISHPSSB/.
HISTORY OF SCIENCE DATABASE. A premier information source,the database “Eureka” of the Research Libraries
Information Network (RLIN), containing an extensive listing in history of science, is available free to members of the
History of Science Society. Members are given access via a username and password. For information on membership, see
the Society’s Web page http://weber.u.washington.edu/~hssexec/index.html. “Eureka” contains a separate, surprising
useful, listing of references on history of oceanography within its database.
FINDING OUT- OF- PRINT BOOKS. Daniel Conley of the Department of Marine Ecology and Microbiology, National
Environmental Research Institute, Roskilde, Denmark, suggests that out- of- print books of interest in the history of the
marine sciences may sometimes be located by a search of the Web site http://www.bibliofind.com/.
SCIENTISTS AND THE SEA, Margaret Deacon’s classic work of 1971 is being reissued in autumn 1997 with corrections,
additions, and a new introduction. To order, contact Ashgate Publishing Ltd, Gower House, Croft Road, Aldershot, Hants
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GU11 3HR, U.K. A less expensive paperback edition is being considered, provided the market justifies it. It would be
suitable as a text for students of the history of oceanography, who have kept copies of the original hardback edition in
constant circulation in many libraries. Would anyone interested in using a paperback printing as a text for students
please contact Eric Mills (address on the inside front cover of this newsletter) by mail or e-mail so that I may encourage
the publisher to print a paperback edition.
WHOI ARCHIVIST. A correction to the listing in the last issue of the Archivist at Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution. Margot Brown Garritt’s e-mail address is now: mgarritt@whoi.edu. Address and phone/fax numbers remain
the same.

MEETINGS AND CONFERENCES
18-19 SEPTEMBER 1997. SCIENCE & EXPLORATION: EUROPEAN VOYAGES TO THE SOUTHERN OCEANS IN THE
18TH CENTURY, at the National Maritime Museum, London. Context, expectations and outcomes of Cook’s 1768-1771
expedition in “Endeavour” to the South Seas and other voyages. Contact: Research Adminstrator, National Maritime
Museum, Greenwich, London SE10 9NF, U.K. E-mail: aw08@dial.pipex.com.
26-27 SEPTEMBER 1997. NATURAL HISTORY AND THE SEA, a conference of the Society for the History of Natural
History held at Discovery Point, Dundee, Scotland, where the research ship “Discovery” is moored. Devoted to voyages
of “Discovery” and other aspects of the history of polar and marine exploration. Contact: Michael Taylor, Perth Museum
& Art Gallery, George Street, Perth PH1 5LB, Scotland; phone (1738) 632 488.
5-9 NOVEMBER 1997. HISTORY OF SCIENCE SOCIETY, in La Jolla, California. Includes symposia of the Pacific Circle
related to the marine sciences and symposia arranged by Ron Rainger on “Ocean science, spectacle & politics: historical
explanations of the Earth’s last great frontier” and “Perspectives on the Scripps Institution of Oceanography.”
Information
on
programme
&
accommodations
is
on
the
Society’s
Webpage
at
http://weber.u.washington.edu/~hssexec/index. html and by e-mail at hssexec@u.washington.edu.
22 NOVEMBER 1997. GENTLEMEN AND PLAYERS: AMATEURS AND PROFESSIONALS IN MALACOLOGY, 19001950, a joint meeting of the Malacological Society, the Conchological Society and the Linnean Society in Burlington
House, Piccadilly, London.
15-20 AUGUST 1998. 6th INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON HISTORY OF OCEANOGRAPHY, in Qingdao, China.
Mentioned in detail earlier in this newsletter. Contact: Mr Gong-Ke Tan / Ms E-Mei Zhou, First Institute of
Oceanography, SOA, 3a Hongdao Branch Road, Qingdao 266003, China; phone 86 (532) 288 3127; fax 86 (532) 287 9562; email fiokjc@ns.qd.sd. cn.
14-17 APRIL 1999. ART AND ILLUSTRATION IN THE HISTORY OF NATURAL SCIENCE, the 12th International
Conference of the Society for the History of Natural History, jointly with the Natural History Museum, to be held in the
Natural History Museum, London. The Museum will mount an exhibit to accompany the conference. Offers of papers to
Jane Pickering, Oxford University Museum, Parks Road, Oxford OX1 3PW, England.
9-12 AUGUST 1999. NAVIGATIONAL STIMULUS TO THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE, at the University of Plymouth.
Coinciding with the next total eclipse of the sun, it will explore the impact of navigation on history of science. Offers of
papers and information: P.A.H. Seymour, Institute of Marine Studies, University of Plymouth, Drake Circus, Plymouth PL4
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CURRENT BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE HISTORY OF OCEANOGRAPHY
(1996-1997, with additions from earlier years)
Jacqueline CARPINE -LANCRE
AINLEY (M.G.), 1996. Marriage and scientific work in twentieth-century Canada: The Berkeleys in marine
biology and the Hoggs in astronomy, in : Creative couples in the sciences / ed. H.M. Pycior, N.G. Slack
& P.G. Abir-Am., pp. 143-155, fig. – New Brunswick : Rutgers University Press.
ALEEM (A.A.), 1997. Reminiscences of the Indian Ocean. Ocean challenge, vol. 7, no. 1, pp. 20-21, 3 fig.
BAUCHOT (M.L.), 1996. Poissons de la mer de Nice peints par Vincent Fossat. Annales du Museum d’histoire
naturelle de Nice, vol. 11 [Jean-Baptiste Barla 1817-1896, volume publié à l’occasion du centenaire de
sa mort], pp. 302-315, 7 fig.
BAUCHOT (M.-L.) & DAGET (J.), 1996. Un bicentenaire : le transfert à Paris du Cabinet du Stathouder. Son
importance pour l’ichtyologie. Cybium, vol. 20, no. 3, pp. 219-250, 3 fig.
BAUGHMAN (T.H.), 1994. Before the heroes came: Antarctica in the 1990s. - Lincoln, Nebraska: University of
Nebraska Press.
BENSON (K.R.), 1994. Germ layers, Gastraea-theorie, and cell lineage: the emergence of invertebrate
embryology and invertebrate zoology from nineteenth-century morphology, in : Reproduction and
development of marine invertebrates, ed. W.H. Wilson, Jr., S.A. Stricker, G.L. Shinn, pp. 3-11. –
Baltimore ; London : the Johns Hopkins University Press.
BERMEJO (F.J.), 1997. Histoire du Bureau hydrographique international. Revue hydrographique
internationale, vol. 74, no. 1, 103 p., 38 fig.
= BERMEJO (F.J.), 1997. The history of the International Hydrographic Bureau. International hydrographic
review, vol. 74, no. 1, 102 p., 37 fig.
BIRSTEIN (V.J.) & BEMIS (W.E.), 1997. Leo Semenovich Berg and the biology of Acipenseriformes: a
dedication. Environmental biology of fishes, vol. 48, no. 1-4 [Sturgeon biodiversity and conservation,
ed. V.J. Birstein, J.R. Waldman & W.E. Bemis], pp. 15-22, 1 fig., 3 portraits.
BONELLI (F.) & RUSSO (L.), 1996. The origin of modern astronomical theories of tides: Chrisogono, de
Dominis and their sources. British journal for the history of science, vol. 29, no. 4, pp. 385-401.
BOSCH (D.T.), DANCE (S.P.), MOOLENBEEK (R.G.) & OLIVER (P.G.), 1995. History of shell collecting and
malacology in eastern Arabia, in : Seashells of eastern Arabia, pp. 14-17, 7 fig. – Dubai : Motivate
Publishing.
BOULARD (J.-C.), 1994. Pêcheurs d’hier aux pays des morues et des thons germons. – Rennes : Éditions
Ouest-France. – 116 p., fig.
BRIDGES (R.C.) & HAIR (P.C.) (eds.), 1996. Compassing the vaste globe of the Earth: studies in the history of
the Hakluyt Society, 1846-1996. - London: Hakluyt Society.
BROSIN (H.-J.), 1996. Zur Geschichte der Meeresforschung in der DDR. Meereswissenschaftliche Berichte =
Marine science reports, no. 17, [V-]212 p., 16 fig.
BROWNE (J.), 1996. Charles Darwin: Voyaging. - Princeton: Princeton University Press.
CADÉE (G.C.), 1996. Michael Faraday and his “Secchi disks”. Archives of natural history, vol. 23, no. 2, pp.
291-294, 1 fig.
CALDER (D.R.) & STEPHENS (L.D.), 1997. The hydroid research of American naturalist Samuel F. Clarke,
1851-1928. Archives of natural history, vol. 24, no. 1, pp. 19-36, portrait.
CARPINE (C.), 1997. Catalogue des appareils d’océanographie en collection au Musée océanographique de
Monaco. 6. Thermomètres. Bulletin de l’Institut océanographique, Monaco, vol. 76, no. 1442, 211 p.,
70 fig., 3 pl.
CARPINE-LANCRE (J.), 1996. « ... une trace de mes anciens sillages. » Albert Ier de Monaco et la mer, in :
Monaco port des Princes, dir. A.Z. Labarrère, pp. 44-71, 34 fig. – Monaco : Yacht-Club de Monaco.
CARPINE-LANCRE (J.), 1997. Le Musée océanographique. Lou Sourgentin, vol. 28, no. 127 [Monaco, un
rocher chargé d’histoire], pp. 27-29, 4 fig.
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CARRIKER (M.R.), 1996. History of a systematics odyssey: the Marine Flora and Fauna of the Eastern United
States. Marine fisheries review, vol. 58, no. 3, pp. 1-23, fig., map, portraits.
CHENOWETH (M.), 1996. Nineteenth-century marine temperature data: comments on observing practices and
potential biases in marine datasets. Weather, vol. 51, no. 8, pp. 280-285.
CUSHING (D.H.), 1996. History of the fisheries, in : Towards a science of recruitment in fish populations,pp.
1-22, fig. 1-8. – Oldendorf/Luhe : Ecology Institute. – (Excellence in ecology ; 7).
CUVIER (G.), 1995. Historical portrait of the progress of ichthyology, from its origins to our own time, ed.
T.W. Pietsch. – Baltimore ; London : the Johns Hopkins University Press. – XXIV-366 p., fig.
DAY (D.C.), 1994. History of oceanography collections at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography, University of
California, San Diego, in : History of science and technology: a sampler of centers and collections of
distinction, ed. C.A. Steinke, pp. 101-111. – New York : Haworth Press. – (Science and technology
libraries, vol. 14, no. 4).
DEVLIN (C.L.) & CAPELOTTI (P.J.), 1996. Proximity to seacoast: G.W. Field and the Marine Laboratory at
Point Judith Pond, Rhode Island, 1896-1900. Journal of the history of biology, vol. 29, no. 2, pp. 251265, 6 fig.
DUNN (J.R.), 1996. Charles Henry Gilbert (1859-1928), naturalist-in-charge, and Chauncey Thomas, Jr.
(1850-1919), commanding: conflict aboard the U.S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross in 1902.
Marine fisheries review, vol. 58, no. 1-2, pp. 3-16, 5 fig.
DUNN (J. R.), 1996. Charles Henry Gilbert (1859-1928), naturalist-in-charge: the 1906 North Pacific
Expedition of the steamer Albatross. Marine fisheries review, vol. 58, no. 1-2, pp. 17-28, 5 fig.
DUNN (J. R.), 1996. Charles Henry Gilbert (1859-1928): an early fishery biologist and his contributions to
knowledge of Pacific salmon (Oncorhynchus spp.). Reviews in fisheries science, vol. 4, no. 2, pp. 133184, 12 fig.
EISLER (W.), 1995. The furthest shore: images of Terra Australis from the middle ages to Captain Cook.
Cambridge & New York: Cambridge university Press.
EL-SABH (M.I.) & MARTIN (M.C.), 1996. L’océanographie à l’Université du Québec à Rimouski, 25 ans :
1971-1996. – Rimouski : Université du Québec. – XII-322 p., fig., portraits.
FOLLAND (C.K.) & PARKER (D.E.), 1995. Correction of instrumental biases in historical sea surface
temperature data. Quarterly journal of the Royal meteorological Society, vol. 121, no. 522, pp. 319367, 21 fig.
FONTAINE (M.), 1996. Évolution des idées sur les mécanismes des migrations des Poissons Téléostéens
amphihalins. Cahiers de biologie marine, vol. 37, no. 2, pp. 169-179, 3 fig.
FRAGA VÁZQUEZ (X.A.), 1996. The institutionalization of marine biology in Spain. The myth of González de
Linares (1845-1904). Antilia. Spanish journal of history of natural sciences and technology, vol. 2,
article 1, pp. 1-21.
GONZÁLEZ PÉREZ (J.A.), 1995. Antecedentes históricos de la carcinología en Canarias, in : Catálogo de
los Crustáceos Decápodos de las islas Canarias, gambas, langostas, cangrejos, pp. 21-35, 10 fig. –
Santa Cruz de Tenerife : Turquesa.
HAAHTELA (I.), 1996. Faunistics on invertebrates in Baltic and inland waters of Finland. Memoranda
Societatis pro fauna et flora Fennica, vol. 72, no. 3-4 [Jubilee issue],pp.163-180, fig. 2-4.
HOLLAND (C.), (ed.), 1994. Arctic exploration and development c.500 B.C. to 1915: an encyclopedia. - New
York & London: Garland Publishing.
IMBERT (B.), 1996. Jean-Baptiste Charcot, pionnier des mers polaires. Il y a soixante ans, le Pourquoi-pas ?
disparaît sur les côtes d’Islande. Met-mar, no. 173, pp. 28-37, fig.
JACKSON (P.), 1995. Deep diving and submarine operations-a history. Historical diver, no. 6, pp. 16-21,
facsimiles.
KASYANOV (V.L.), 1995. Institute of Marine Biology in Vladivostok on the eve of a new millenium. Biologiya
morya, vol. 21, no. 4, pp. 231-235, 3 fig. [In Russian]
KAS’YANOV (V.L.), 1995. The Institute of marine biology on the threshold of a new century. Russian marine
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biology, vol. 21, no. 4, pp. 199-203, 3 fig.
KOLB (K.), 1996. Graveurs, artistes & hommes de science : essai sur les traités de Poissons de la Renaissance.
– [Paris] : Éditions des cendres ; Institut d’étude du livre. – 141 p., facsimiles.
KORTUM (G.), 1996. Über den "Challenger"-Gedenkstein in Bad Segeberg. Bemerkungen zum Leben und
Werk von Rudolph von WILLEMOES-S UHM (1847-1875). Mitteilungen - Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Meeresforschung, 1996, no. 3, pp. 12-14.
KORTUM (G.), 1996. J.Y. BUCHANAN (1844-1925) und R. von WILLEMOES-S UHM (1847-1875) auf H.M.S.
"Challenger". Mitteilungen - Deutsche Gesellschaft für Meeresforschung, 1996, no. 4, pp. 27-28.
KORTUM (G.), 1996. Der holsteinische Beitrag zur britischen „Challenger”-Expedition 1872-1876. Zum
Leben und Werk des Zoologen Rudolph von Willemoes-Suhm (1847-1875). Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte
der Meeresforschung. Schriften des Naturwissenschaftlichen Vereins für Schleswig-Holstein, vol. 66,
pp. 97-133, 8 fig.
KRAUSS (W.), 1996. Comments on the development of our knowledge of the general circulation of the North
Atlantic Ocean, in : The warmwatersphere of the North Atlantic Ocean, ed. W. Krauss, pp. 1-31, 17 fig.
– Berlin ; Stuttgart : Gebrüder Borntraeger.
LAMB (U.), 1995. Cosmographers and pilots of the Spanish maritime empire.- Aldershot, England: Variorum.
LESTRINGANT (F.), 1994. Mapping the Renaissance world: the geographical imagination in the age of
discovery. - Berkeley: University of California Press.
LEWIS (J.M.), 1996. Winds over the world sea: Maury and Köppen. Bulletin of the American meteorological
Society, vol. 77, no. 5, pp. 935-952, 14 fig.
LIPPSETT (L.), 1996. Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory’s oral history project. Documenting LDEO ’s halfcentury anniversary of revolutionary ocean science & technology research. Sea technology, vol. 37, no.
11, pp. 61 & 63-64, 2 fig.
MARCHANT (L.R.), 1994. The French discovery and survey of the legendary North-West Cape and Willem
River in Western New Holland. Hydrographic journal, no. 73, pp. 11-18, 2 fig.
MARCHANT (L.R.), 1997. The fruits of Peter the Great‘s enlightenment. The Russian contribution to scientific
maritime discovery in the Polar and Pacific regions in the age of Enlightenment. Hydrographic
journal, no. 83, pp. 21-30, 1 map.
MARINESCU (A.), 1995. Deux grands amis : Emile Racovitza et Grigore Antipa. Réflexions autour de quelques
lettres inédites. Travaux du Muséum d’histoire naturelle Grigore Antipa, vol. 35, pp. 691-699.
McCONNELL (A.), 1997. The Kraken visited. Annals of science, vol. 54, no. 1, pp. 87-91.
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Cambridge & New York: Cambridge University Press.
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MINERVINI (Roberto), 1997. Ricordo di Flaminia Lombardi. Notiziario - S.I.B.M. [Società
italiana di biologia marina], no. 31, pp. 3-6, portrait.
list of publications : pp. 4-6.
MAKAROV, Rodion Rodionovich [22.XII.1937, Moscow - 12.VIII.1994, Moscow]
SPIRIDONOV (Vassily A.), 1996. Rodion Rodionovich Makarov (1937-1994). Crustaceana,
vol. 69, no. 6, pp. 782-788, portrait.
selected bibliography of R.R. Makarov : pp. 785-788.
MARON, Alain [1.IV.1939, Roscoff - 19.VIII.1996]
TOULMOND (André), 1996. A la mémoire d’Alain Maron (1993-1996) = Obituary Alain
Maron (1939-1996). Cahiers de biologie marine, vol. 37, no.4, pp. I-II.
MARSHALL, Norman Bertram [1915- 1996]
MERRETT (Nigel), 1996. – Appreciation of the late Professor N.B. (Freddy) Marshall, F.R.S.
(1915-1996). Journal of fish biology, vol. 49, supplement A [Deep-water fishes, the Fisheries
Society of the British Isles Annual Symposium held in Aberdeen, Scotland, 1-5 July 1996, ed.
A.D. McIntyre & J.E. Thorpe], pp. 1-4, portrait.
MENARD, Henry William [10.XII.1920, Fresno, California - 9.II.1986, La Jolla, California]
FISHER (Robert L.) & GOLDBERG (Edward D.), 1994. Henry William Menard, December 10,
1920-February 9, 1986. Biographical memoirs of the National Academy of sciences, vol. 64,
pp. 267-276.
selected bibliography : pp. 273-276.
MIYOSHI, Hideo
OHNO (Masao), 1995. Appreciation. Bulletin of marine sciences and fisheries, Kochi
University, no. 15, p. 1.
MONIN, Andrey Sergeevich [2.VII.1921, Moscow
Andrey Sergeevich Monin (75-th anniversary). Okenologiya, vol. 36, no. 4, pp. 638-640,
portrait (1996). [In Russian]
MOTODA, Sigeru [10.I.1908, Tokyo - 1995]
TANIGUCHI (Akira), 1996. The late Professor Sigeru Motoda (1908-1995), Honorary
member. Nippon suisan gakkaishi, vol. 62, no. 1, pp. 1-2, portrait. [In Japanese]
NANSEN, Fridtjof [10.X.1861, Store-Fröen, near Oslo - 13.V.1930, Lysaker, near Oslo]
JACKSON (C.I.), 1995. Fridtjof Nansen, 1861-1930. Geographers, biobibliographical
studies, vol. 16, pp. 63-79, portrait.
NAYLOR, Ernest [1931
KNIGHT-JONES (E. Wyn), 1997. Professor Ernest Naylor, BSc (Sheffield), PhD, DSc
(Liverpool). Journal of the Marine biological association of the United Kingdom, vol. 77, no.
1, p. 2.
KNIGHT-JONES (E. Wyn), 1997. Professor Ernest Naylor, B.Sc. (Sheffield), Ph.D., D.Sc.
(Liverpool). Estuarine, coastal and shelf science, vol. 44, no. 2, pp. 131-138, portrait.
NEWELL, Gordon
EVANS (Frank), 1997. On the old oceanographers (1). Porcupine newsletter, vol. 6, no. 7, pp.
178-179.
NEWMAN, William Anderson [13.XI.1927, San Francisco, California
SOUTHWARD (Alan J.), 1995. William Anderson Newman: an appreciation. Crustacean
issues, vol. 10 [New frontiers in barnacle evolution, ed. Frederick R. Schram & Jens T. Høeg],
pp. 1-14, portraits.
list of publications : pp. 8-14.
NICHOLS, David [21.VI.1930
CAMPBELL (Andrew C.), 1995. Tribute to David Nichols, in : Echinoderm research 1995:
proceedings of the Fourth European Echinoderms colloquium, London/United Kingdom/1013 April 1995, ed. Roland Emson, Andrew Smith & Andrew Campbell, pp. X-XI, portrait. –
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Rotterdam ; Brookfield : A.A. Balkema.
NOVIKOV, Yuri Vasilyevich [1.XII.1925 - 7.IV.1996]
SHUNTOV (V.P.) & PARIN (N.V.), 1996. In memoriam of Yuri Vasilyevich Novikov
(01.12.1925-07.04.1996). Voprosy ihtiologii, vol. 36, no. 6, pp. 851-853, portrait. [In Russian]
list of publications : pp. 852-853.
PARANJAPE, Madhu [1939 - 1996]
CONOVER (Robert J.), 1996. In memoriam Madhu Paranjape. Aquatic microbial ecology,
vol. 11, no. 3, pp. 203-204, portrait.
PATTERSON, Colin [13.X.1933, London
SCHAEFFER (Bobb) & GARDINER (Brian G.), 1996. An annotated bibliography of the work of
Colin Patterson, in : Interrelationships of fishes, ed; Melanie L.J. Stiassny, Lynne R. Parenti
& G. David Johnson, pp. 1-7, portrait. – San Diego : Academic Press.
bibliography : pp. 4-7.
PEQUEGNAT, Willis Eugene [18.IX.1914, Riverside, California - 2.IV.1994, La Jolla, California]
NEWMAN (William A.), 1997. Willis Eugene Pequegnat (18 September 1914-2 April 1994).
Journal of crustacean biology, vol. 17, no. 1, pp. 193-194, portrait.
papers on Crustaceans by Willis E. Pequegnat : p. 194.
PITMAN, Walter C., III
OPDYKE (Neil D.) & PITMAN (Walter), 1997. Pitman receives Ewing medal. Eos,
transactions - American Geophysical Union, vol. 78, no. 11, pp. 119 & 122, portrait.
RAITT, Russell Watson [30.IX.1907, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania - 6.III.1995, La Jolla, California]
FISHER (Robert L.), 1996. Russell W. Raitt (1907-1995). Eos, transactions - American
Geophysical Union, vol. 77, no. 47, pp. 467 & 472, portrait.
REED, Christopher Gardiner [30.III.1951, Seattle, Washington - 11.I.1990]
Christopher G. Reed, 1951-1990, in : Reproduction and development of marine invertebrates,
ed. W. Herbert Wilson, Jr., Stephen A. Stricker & George L.Shinn, p. V, portrait. – Baltimore
; London : the Johns Hopkins University Press, 1994.
REVELLE, Roger [7.III.1909, Seattle, Washington - 15.VII.1991, San Diego, California]
MORGAN (Judith) & MORGAN (Neil), 1996. Roger, a biography of Roger Revelle. – La
Jolla : Scripps Institution of Oceanography, University of California San Diego. – 96 p., fig.,
portraits.
ROA MORALES, Pedro [1926, Seboruco - 14.XI.1995]
RAMÍREZ (Isidra) & BENÍTEZ (José), 1995. Pedro Roa Morales, 1926-1995. Boletín del
Instituto oceanográfico, Universidad de Oriente, vol. 34, no. 1-2, p. 129, portrait.
ROZANOV, Alexander Georgievich [30.XI.1935
Alexander Georgievich Rozanov. Oceanology, vol. 35, no. 6, pp. 868-869, portrait (1996).
SKARLATO, Orest Aleksandrovich [21.VIII.1920, Novorzhev, Russia - 13.X.1994, Darmstadt, Germany]
STAROBOGATOV (Ya. I.), 1995. Orest A. Scarlato, 1920-1994. Malacological review, vol.
28, no. 1-2, p. 131, portrait.
SMITH, Erich
EVANS (Frank), 1997. On the old oceanographers (1). Porcupine newsletter, vol. 6, no. 7, pp.
178-179.
SMITH, Ralph Ingram [3.VII.1916, Cambridge, Massachusetts - 12.V.1993, Santa Rosa, California]
HERMANS (Colin O.), 1997. Ralph Ingram Smith, July 3, 1916-May 12, 1993. Bulletin of
marine science, vol. 60, no. 2 [Fifth International Polychaete Conference held at Qingdao,
Peoples’ Republic of China, July 1-6, 1995, ed. Donald J. Reish & Pei-Yuan Qian], pp. 224234, portrait.
SPERANZA, Simonetta [1954 - 10.V.1996]
FABI (Gianna) & SPAGNOLO (Alessandra), 1996. Ricordo di Simonetta Speranza.
Notiziario - S.I.B.M. [Società italiana di biologia marina], no. 30, pp. 3-5, portrait.
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list of publications : p. 5.
SWALLOW, John Crossley [11.X.1923, New Mill near Huddersfield - 3.XII.1994, Gunnislake, England]
CREASE (James), 1997. John Swallow, F.R.S., 1923-1994. Oceanography, vol. 10, no. 1, pp.
27-28.
TEISSERENC de BORT, Philippe Léon [6.XI.1855, Paris - 2.I.1913, Cannes]
Léon, Philippe Teisserenc de Bort, 1855-1913. – Trappes : Météo France, 1996. – 4 p., fig.,
portraits.
TSUCHIYA, Yasuhiko [1909 - 1994]
OHNO (Masao), 1996. The late Dr. Yasuhiko Tsuchiya (1909-1994). Hydrobiologia, vol.
326-327 [Fifteenth International Seaweed Symposium, proceedings of the Fifteenth
International Seaweed Symposium held in Valdivia, Chile, in January 1995, ed. Sandra C.
Lindstrom & David J. Chapman], p. XI, portrait. – (Developments in hydrobiology ; 116).
VERMEIJ, Geerat [IX.1946, Sappemeet, Netherlands
VERMEIJ (Geerat), 1996. Privileged hands: a scientific life. – New York : W.H. Freeman. –
XI-297 p., 8 pl.
VINOGRADOVA, Nina Georgeivna [30.V.1928 - 10.III.1997]
SOKOLOVA (Marina), 1997. Nina Georgeivana Vinogradova, 30 May 1928 - 10 March 1997.
Deep-sea newsletter, no. 26, pp. 17-18, portrait.
WANGERSKY, Peter J. [27.VIII.1926, Woonsocket, Rhode Island
SHARP (Jonathan H.) & YOSHINARI (Tadashi), 1997. Special issue of Marine Chemistry
honoring Peter J. Wangersky. Marine chemistry, vol. 56, no. 3-4 [Modern chemical and
biological oceanography: the influence of Peter J. Wangersky (a special symposium, Halifax,
Nova Scotia, 28-29 July 1994), ed. J.H. Sharp & T. Hoshinari], pp. 139-143.
WAWRA, Erhard [14.IX.1945, Kamp, Austria - 9.V.1994]
PAGET (Oliver E.), 1995. Erhard Wawra † 14. September 1945-9. Mai 1994. Annalen des
Naturhistorischen Museums in Wien, vol. 97 B, pp. 513-518, portrait.
list of publications : pp. 516-518.
WHITMORE, Frank Clifford, Jr. [17.XI.1915, Cambridge, Massachusetts
ESHELMAN (Ralph E.) & WARD (Lauck W.), 1994. Tribute to Frank Clifford Whitmore, Jr.
Proceedings of the San Diego Society of natural history, no. 29 [Contributions in marine
mammal paleontology honoring Frank C. Whitmore, Jr., ed. Annalisa Berta & Thomas A.
Deméré], pp. 3-10, 3 portraits.
selected bibliography of Frank C. Whitmore, jr : pp. 8-10.
WINTER, Jürgen E. [23.X.1937, Schneidenühl, Germany - 30.VI.1994]
CLASING O. (Elena) & NIKLITSCHEK H. (Edwin J.), 1995. Dr. Jürgen E. Winter (Q.E.P.D.)
(1937-1994). Medio ambiente, vol. 12, no. 2, pp. 5-6, portrait.
WU, Bao-ling
CHIA (Fu-shiang), 1997. Dedication: Bao-ling Wu, Professor and honorary director, the First
Institute of Oceanography, State Oceanic Administration, Peoples’ Republic of China.
Bulletin of marine science, vol. 60, no. 2 [Fifth International Polychaete Conference held at
Qingdao, Peoples’ Republic of China, July 1-6, 1995, ed. Donald J. Reish & Pei-Yuan Qian],
pp. 219-220.
ZHIRMUNSKI, Alexei Viktorovich [15.X.1921
KAS’YANOV (V.L.), KAFANOV (A.I.), KUSSAKIN (O.G.), GULBIN (V.V.) & TEREKHOVA
(T.A.), 1996. Alexei Viktorovich Zhirmunski. Biologiya morya, vol. 22, no. 5, pp. 330-332, 3
portraits. [In Russian]
list of publications about A.V. Zhirmunski : p. 332.
KASYANOV (V.L.), KAFANOV (A.I.), KUSSAKIN (O.G.), GULBIN (V.V.) & TEREKHOVA
(T.A.), 1996. Alexey Victorovich Zhirmunsky (on his 75th birthday). Russian journal of
marine biology, vol. 22, no. 5, pp. 304-306, 3 portraits.
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basic literature about A.V. Zhirmunsky and his works : p. 306.
ZINN, Donald Joseph [19.IV.1911, New York - 18.IX.1996]
HIGGINS (Bob), 1997. Donald J. Zinn. Psammonalia, no. 115, p. 3.
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A FINAL WORD!
(With thanks to Johann Lutjeharms, Department of Oceanography, University of Cape Town)
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QUESTIONNAIRE
Please see the Editorial in this issue of History of Oceanography for background information on this
questionnaire.
1. Should the Commission of Oceanography formalize its activities by having an annual membership
fee which would be used toward the cost of History of Oceanography, or is the current informal
arrangement satisfactory?

2. Would you be willing to be a national representative of the Commission of Oceanography,
gathering information and news and/or providing entries for the section in History of Oceanography
on bibliography and biography?

3. What sections of the newsletter History of Oceanography do you value the most? What sections
are least important? What changes would you like to see in its contents or arrangement?

4. Would you find a World Wide Web site for the history of oceanography useful if it supplemented
or replaced History of Oceanography?

5. Further comments:

Please return to: Eric L. Mills, Dept of Oceanography, Dalhousie University, Halifax, N.S. B3H 4J1,
Canada (fax 902-494-3877). Or use e-mail: emills@is.dal.ca.
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